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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been known for some time now that the dynamics of strongly 
order-preserving continuous-time semigroups is relatively uncomplicated. 
In fact Hirsch [9] has established under a compactness hypothesis a very 
general generic result for such systems stating that most orbits are quasi- 
convergent, that is, asymptotic to the set of equilibria, u(x) c E. This 
abstract result has significant applications to the stability theory of 
autonomous parabolic equations of not necessarily selfadjoint type, which 
cannot be handled by the usual classical arguments involving Liapunov 
functions. In the present paper we are primarily interested in the global 
stability of solutions of parabolic equations in non-selfadjoint form with 
time periodic coefficients. The relevant mathematical structure then is that 
of discrete-time strongly order-preserving semigroups (Sn)n E N on a Banach 
lattice. We now preview some of our main results in restricted generality 
beginning with an application that motivates the abstract hypotheses. 
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Consider the equation 




4x3 0) = uo(x) 
on aszx(o,a) 
on 0, bounded domain in RN. 
(1) 
Here g is T-periodic in t, d : = -A + c,?= i uj(x) a,, (a/&r) the Neumann 
boundary operator in the outward normal direction. Assume that there are 
constants c,, c2 > c, , such that g(x, t, cl) > 0 > g(x, t, c2) for all x E fi and 
t E R. Then it can be shown that the order interval 
cc,, $1 = f&-J E LP(Q)/CI < uo G c,}, P> 1, (2) 
is positively invariant under the flow that (1) induces. Let I, be the 
principal eigenvalue of the periodic parabolic problem (ES]) 




4.9 0) = 4.3 n 
P:=$+d-g, g(x, t) = max 
c,4C<cl$ (X3 t2 0. 
Our main hypothesis is that 
A, 20. W) 
Theorem 4, one of the major results of this work, states that under 
hypothesis (H) any solution of (1) with initial conditions in [c,, cZ] con- 
verges, as t -+ + co, to a periodic solution w(t) of (1). Simple modifications 
of known examples show that (H) is necessary in general for the stabiliza- 
tion of all orbits. The autonomous version of the theorem above was essen- 
tially established in Hirsch [7] as a consequence of his generic results. In 
our case we handle the periodic case as an application to an abstract 
theory for a class of discrete strongly order-preserving semigroups (Sn),tN 
on a Banach lattice X that enjoy an orbital stability property. In this class 
of maps S, orbits with compact closure are convergent (Theorem 1). Exam- 
ples are strongly order-preserving nonexpansive maps (and so the results in 
[2] are subsummed here) and also strongly order-preserving maps with 
Liapunov stable orbits. This last type of more general maps is natural in 
the study of non-selfadjo.int problems as the induced period map of Eq. (1) 
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under hypothesis (H) is not in general nonexpansive. Next we consider the 
robustness of the stabilization results under perturbations. Consider the 
variant of Eq. (1) that is obtained by replacing g with g(x, t, t) + h(x, t, 0, 
where h + 0 as t + + co. More precisely, under the hypothesis 
Theorem 6 states that any solution of the perturbed equation that stays 
eventually in [c,, cq] converges, as t + + co, to a periodic solution w(t) 
of (1). If on the other hand we weaken (3) to read 
5 
(n+l)T 
II SUP I4.T s, l)l Iluw d.s-*0 (4) 
flT C165CCZ 
as n -+ + co, we establish quasi-convergence (Theorem 5). Simple examples 
show that the quasi-convergence result is optimal under the hypothesis (4). 
Our theorems on the asymptotically periodic case are obtained as applica- 
tions of abstract results on asymptotically autonomous discrete dynamical 
processes (Theorems 2, 3) that are of independent interest. By a passage to 
the limit T L 0 in the period our results include, as a special case, asser- 
tions for continuous-time strongly order-preserving semigroups (cf. [7]). 
Important in our approach is the assumption of orbital stability of the 
considered semigroup in order to get definitive conclusions. Without this 
hypothesis only generic results can be expected in a general setting. 
Our studies and efforts for identifying the appropriate class of maps have 
been guided by the work of Dafermos [6]. For some related work on 
discrete order-preserving systems we refer to Hirsch [8]. Our techniques 
differ significantly from those in [ 11, [2] and in particular we do not 
employ Liapunov operators. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Part I we present the abstract 
results for the discrete order-preserving semigroups (Section 2) and for the 
asymptotically autonomous discrete dynamical processes (Section 3). In 
Part II we treat periodic and asymptotically periodic parabolic differential 
equations (Section 4). 
PART I 
2. Discrete Strongly Order-preserving Semigroups 
Let X be a Banach lattice (i, II 1 11) with the property 
(X.1) X has order-continuous norm (i.e., any increasing net which 
has a supremum is convergent in X). 
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This is equivalent to asking that X is a-order complete (i.e., the 
supremum of countable majorized subsets always exists) and has a-order- 
continuous norm (i.e., any increasing sequence with a supremum is 
convergent), cf. [ 11, Def. II. 5.12 and Them. II, 5.10.1 
Let further D c X be a closed subset which satisfies 
(D.l) D is closed under the sup- and inf- operation; 
(D.2) D is order-connected in the sense that for each pair x, y E D, 
x < y, there exists an ordered curve (z~)~ < 1 < 1 in D connecting x and y; . . 
(D.3) D is order-bounded from above (or below). 
A typical example is the closed order-interval. 
Moreover let Z c X be a Banach space (norm 11. /I=) continuously 
embedded in X, such that Int,(X+ n Z) # 0 (X, = positive cone in X). 
We employ the standard notations of ordered Banach spaces 
xQy: oy-XEX, 
x<y: ox<y,x#y 
x+y: ox, yEZ, y-xEInt,(X+ nZ). 
Finally let S: D + D be a mapping satisfying 
(S.1) S is strongly order-preserving: S(D) c Z, and x < y * 
S(x) G S(y); 
(S.2) S: XX D -+ Z is continuous; 
(S.3) Each x E D is orbitally stable: for E > 0 36 = 8(&, x) > 0 such that 
Y’(Y)C Ue(Y +(x)), Vy E U,(x) n D. 
Here y’(x):= {S”( x : IZE N> denotes the semiorbit of x, and U, the ) 
&-neighborhood (in X). In the following we will also make use of the 
notations: 
w(x):={y~D;3n~ -+ co such that P(x) -+ y in X} 
= w-limit set of x; 
The main result in this section is 
THEOREM 1. Let all the assumptions above be satisfied, and let x E D. 
Suppose y +(x) is relatively compact in X. Then 
4x)= {4), q E E, and S”(x) -b q in Z. 
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Remark 2.1. Theorem 1 generalizes the related result in [2] in several 
ways. In particular the assumption on S to be nonexpansive in X is 
weakened to the orbital stability condition (S.3). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x E D be such that y+(x) is relatively compact 
in X. It is well-known that w(x) is nonempty, compact, and invariant (i.e., 
S(o(x)) = w(x)) [ 10, Them. I. 5.21. A sharpening is 
LEMMA 2.2 (cf. Proposition 3.2 in [6]). 
Let x E D, y+(x) relatively compact in X, and assume y E o(x) is orbitally 
stable. Then 
~(Y)-dx)Gm. 
Proof. It is clear that o(y) c o(x). Let z E o(x). There exist sequences 
(kJ,rerm~ (CJncN, k -+ co, 1, --$ co, such that 
y = lim Sk”(x), z = lim 9(x). 
Without loss of generality we may take 
m n :=I,-k,>,O. 
Since Sk,(x) --) y, y orbitally stable, it follows that there exist (pn)nEN, 
/.~,,>0, such that 
11 s’qx) - sy y)ll = 11 Srnno Sk,(X) - sy y)II + 0 
asn+co. From 
(2.1) 
II SYY) -z II G II WY) - ~‘Wll + II SVx) -z II, (2.2) 
using (2.1) and the definition of z we obtain 
II WY) -z II + 0 (n -+ ~0). (2.3) 
In the event (P,J,~~ is unbounded we obtain via (2.3) that zoo. If 
pL, 5 c, along a subsequence ~1, + p and so 
zEwY)EY+(Y). I 
An immediate consequence is 
COROLLARY 2.3. If x E D is such that y+(x) is relatively compact in X, 
and if y E o(x) n E is orbitally stable, then 
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We assume in the following that D is order-bounded from above. Let 
M := sup co(x), which exists by (D.3) and compactness of w(x) and belongs 
to D by (D.l). We distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. MEE. 
We observe that 
w(x) = S(w(x)) c z and M= S(M)EZ. 
LEMMA 2.4. There exists [E w(x) with f 4 A4. 
Proof, Assume that t & A4 for all 5 E w(x) and take ‘pO E Int,(X+ n Z) 
fixed. For each 5 E w(x) let c(c) := sup (c > 0: r + ccp,, < M}. Accepting for 
the time being that c( .): ZX w(x) + R is continuous we set F := min,,,, 
c(t) which we note to be positive by the compactness of w(x) in Z. It 
follows that 
<siLf-ccp, for all 5 E w(x) 
and so M- CpO is an upper bound for w(x), contradicting the definition 
of M. 
To establish continuity for c( .) we proceed as follows. Let 5, 5 { 
and assume that ~(5,) 5 c(5) - 6,,, a,, > 0. By definition of c( .), 
5 + (c( 5) - &/2) cpo < M or equivalently 
Taking n large we may assume that 5, - 5 S (6,/4) cpo and so 
Therefore 
from which we conclude c(l,) 2 c(l) - 3do/4, n large, a contradiction, and 
so lower semicontinuity of c( .) is established. To establish upper semi- 
continuity take l, -+ < and assume that ~(5,) zc(c) + 6,, 6,>0. By the 
definition of c( .) once more 
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and so for n large enough 
Therefore 
from which it follows that c(r) 2 ~(5,) - 3&/4, a contradiction. i 
We now establish that o(x) = {M} and so conclude the proof of 
Theorem 1 in the first case. Indeed, if [ = M, then ME o(x) n E and hence 
o(x) = {M} by Corollary 2.3. If however [ < M, by the invariance of w(x) 




Case II. M# E. 
Since w(x) sA4, we have o(x)= S(o(x)<S(M) and hence, by the 
definition of M, MS S(M). Thus M< S(M) in this case. Iterating this 
inequality, and making use of the order-boundedness of D from above, we 
infer by (X.1) that S”(M) /* q(n --, co) in A’, with qE E. Hence 
S”(M) -+ 4 in Z, by (S.2). 
LEMMA 2.5. For each y E D with y 5 M, it holds that 
s”(Y) + 4 in Z, as n+co. 
Proof 
The proof is divided in three steps: 
(i) Since M < S(M) < S(q) = q, there exists 6 > 0 such that for u E D, 
u 5 4, [Iq-2411 z<6*S”(u)+q in Z. 
In fact, for sufficiently small 6 > 0 we have A4 < u < q. Then 
q + S”(M) 5 f?(u) < S”(q) = q, 
i.e., Y’(u) + q in X and thus in Z by (S.2). 
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Let now y E D, y s M, and denote by (z&, < 1 < i the ordered curve in D 
with z0 = M, zi = y, guaranteed by (D.2). Set. x 
Note that 0 E /1. 
(ii) /i is open in [0, 11. Indeed, let &E A. Then there exists 
n, E N : 11 q - SnO(z,,)ll z < 6/2 (with 6 > 0 from step (i)), and by continuity of 
S”O, there exists E > 0: I] S”O(zJ - Sn”(zlo)[lz < 6/2, VA E [0, 11, ]A- I,) < E. 
Hence, by step (i) with U: = S”O(zl), it follows that ,Y(z~) + q (n -+ co) for 
such i. 
(iii) /i is closed in [0, 11. Indeed let Jo E A. In the event q E o(z~) it 
follows by Corollary 2.3 that w(z&) = (q} and so & e/i. On the other hand 
if q $ o(z~~) and so q $ y +(zio), it follows that dist,(q, r’(zi,) = rr > 0. By 
orbital stability of z~, there exists 1~ /1 such that 
WI) E u,,, G%Jt(z,,)), V’nEN. 
Since Y(zr) + q as n + co we conclude that 
dist.dq, y+(z,,)) 5 I, 
contradicting the definition of (r. Therefore q E o(z~.~) is the only possibility 
and so /1 is closed. 
Thus n = [0, 11, and the assertion of Lemma 2.5 follows. 1 
Now we have the situation w(x) _I M 4 q. Let y E w(x). By Lemma 2.5, 
S”(y) -+ q in Z. However, S”(y) E o(x) for all n E N : contradiction. Thus 
Case II: M $ E is impossible. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 1 
Remark 2.6. Theorem 1 admits variants which differ slightly in the 
assumptions on X, D, Z, and S. We close this section by presenting a 
version which seems to be particularly useful. Assume 
(X.1 *) X has the property that increasing, norm-bounded sequences 
converge. This property, which is stronger than (X.1) holds in particular 
if X is weakly sequentially complete, hence if X is reflexive. Nonreflexive 
Banach lattices enjoying (X.1*) are, e.g., the AL-spaces cf. [lo, p. 92, 
Example 7.1 
Further assume that D c X is a closed subset satisfying (D.l )-(D.2) (but 
which may be unbounded in X). 
On the mapping S: D + D conditions (S.l)-(S.2) are imposed as well as 
the following sharpening of (S.3), 
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(S.3*) Each x E D is stable: for E > 0 36 = 8(s, x) > 0 such that 
S”(Y) E UetSn(x))> Vy E U,(x) n D. 
Under these assumptions Theorem 1 holds again. 
Proof: We only note the points which differ from the previous 
arguments. The existence of M := sup w(x) follows by compactness of 
w(x) and hypothesis (X. 1). Case I, ME E, remains unchanged. In Case II, 
M$ E, we obtain again that S”(M) is increasing in D. In order to prove 
that the sequence (S”(M)), E Ihl is norm-bounded in X-and hence con- 
vergent in X by (X.l*twe fix y E o(x) and proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5: 
Let (z,J~<~< 1 be an ordered curve in D connecting y and M: z0 = y, 
z1 = M, and.le;A* := {A E [O, l] : (S”(z,)),, N is bounded in X}. Note that 
0 E A*. It follows immediately from (S.3*) (already from (S.3)) that A* is 
open in [O, 11. To show that ,4* is also closed, let R0 E ;i*, and assume that 
A,$ A*. Then there is a subsequence 11 Sn!(zlO)l\ + co (k + co). Let 1~ A* 
such that I/ z~- zl,, 11 < 6 = 6( 1, zAO), 6 given by (S.3*). Since (Snk(zz)),,, is 
bounded in X, we arrive at a contradiction to (S.3*). 
Thus A* = [0, 11, and (S”(M)) is norm-bounded, hence convergent also 
in this case. The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 remains unchanged. u 
3. Asymptotically Autonomous Discrete Dynamical Processes 
Let t&LcN be a sequence of mappings S,: D, -+ D,, , which are 
continuous in the X-topology. For n > 1 set 
T”:= Snplo .I. oS,:D,+D, 
and take TO:= Id,,. Then (Tn)neN is a discrete dynamical process. The 
semiorbit of x o D, is now denoted by y+(x) := {T,(x): n E N}. We 
assume that (T,,) is asymptotic to a strongly order-preserving, orbitally 
stable discrete semigroup (Sn)n E N : suppose there exists a closed subset 
DC X with D 3 D,‘dn~ N, satisfying (D.l)-(D.3), and a mapping 
S: D + D n Z satisfying (S.l)-(S.3), such that S, + S (n + co) along 
relatively compact trajectories: 
(P.l) If 7’ (x) is relatively compact in X, then 
II S,o T,(x) - So T,h)ll +O (n -+ co). 
Let G(x) := {~GD: 3n, -+ co such that T,,(x) +y in X} be the o-limit set 
of x E D, relative to (T,,), but keep 
E:= {y~D:S(y)=y}. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the above hypotheses, ifx~ Do is such that p+(x) is 
relatively compact in X, then G(x) c E. 
Hence x is quasi-convergent. We shall see in terms of a simple example 
in Section 4 that we cannot expect convergence, unless S, converges to S 
sufficiently fast. 
(P. 1’) For each relatively compact 7’ (x) there exists a sequence 
(4)rl, N of positive numbers with C,“=O d, < co, such that Vn E N 
II S,o T,(x) - So T&N d dn. 
We further substitute (S.3) by the stronger stability assumption 
(S.3’) For each compact set Kc D there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 
II S%) - WY III G c II x -Y II > Vx,yEK,VnEN. 
THEOREM 3. In the situation of Theorem 2, replace conditions (Pl ) and 
(S.3) by (P.l’) and (S.3’), respectively. Let XE D, with y’(x) relatively 
compact in X. Then the orbit is convergent: 
G,(x) = {q}, q c E. 
Consider the discrete semigroup (Sn)nE N. A set 
Y(Y)= {Y,:nECYo=Y) 
is called an entire orbit of the semigroup through y E D if y, + I = S( y,) for 
all nEZ. Set 
a(y) := {zED: 3n, + - co such that ynk -+ z in X}. 
LEMMA 3.1 (cf. Propositions 2.2 and 3.2 in [6]). 
Let y E D, y(y) a relatively compact (in X) entire orbit of (S”),,. N through 
y, and assume all elements of y( y) are orbitally stable. Then 
O(Y) =dy) = Y(Y). 
ProoJ: By the compactness of y(y), c(( y) # 0. Next we show that a(y) 
has no nontrivial closed positively invariant subsets and therefore conclude 
that if A c cc(y), A closed positively invariant, A # 0, then A = a(y). We 
proceed by contradiction. So assume E E H is such that yn +! A. Take 
E : = dist,( y,, A) > 0, 
and let z E A c c(( y) and nk + - co such that y,, -+ z. By the orbital stability 
of z there exists 6 >O such that for UEBJZ), S”(U)E U,,,(y+(z)), Vne N. 
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Now choose nko < ti such that /I y,, -z // < 6. Therefore 
U,,,(y’(z)) and since y’(z) c A, 
II 
S”(y,k ) E 
0 
fYY,k,) = Ue,*(A h VrlE N. 
Set n : = ii - rzko to conclude that y, E U,,(A), contradicting the definition 
of E. Consequently a(y) is a minimal closed positively invariant set and 
y(y) c a(y). Now w(y) c y(y) c a(y), and since A : = o(y) is closed and 
positively invariant, we obtain w(y) = a(y) = y(y). 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
Let y E 8(x). By compactness and a diagonal process we obtain an entire 
orbit Y(Y) of WLeN through y, with y(y) c m. Now Lemma 3.1 
implies that y(v)= w(y). But o(y) = (q}, qE E, by Theorem 1. Hence 
y E y( y) = (q) c E. Since this holds for any y E G(x), the assertion of 
Theorem 2 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3. 
Let y E 6(x). By Theorem 2, y E E. Therefore there exists nk -P co such 
that T,,(x) +y. Let K in condition (S.3’) be the set 
r”+(x) LJ S(p’0). 
We show that T,(x) + y as n -+ 00 hence 8(x) = {y}. For n E IV we have 
II TH, + m (X1-Y II 
~ll~nk+rn~~~T,~+,_,(~)-~~T,~+,-~(~)II 
+ IIS o ~nlr+m-2~~nk+m-2Z(X)-~~~~~nk+m-*(X)II 
+ ll~2~~,,+,~,~~,,+,-,~~~-~2~~o~,,+,-,~~~ll 
+ll~m~T,,(x)-~m(~)ll~M f d,+//T,,,(x)-yll 
n = "a > 
(by(P.l’),(S.3’))<& Vk>ko=ko(c),VmEN. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 1 
We close this section with a few remarks. 
Remark 3.2. In practice T,, is generated from a nonautonomous evolu- 
tion process. Such a process is defined as a map 
T:IwxXx[w++X 
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satisfying 
(i) T’(x, 0) =x, t E 58, x E X 
(ii) T’(sc,~+~)=T’+~(T’(x,~),~),~E[W,XEX, c, ~E[W+. 
T’(x, r) stands for the value of the solution at time t + r with initial condi- 
tion x at time t. The restriction on T on the integers gives rise to a discrete 
dynamical process: 
S,,,(x):= Tm(x, 1) and so by (ii) Tm(x,n)=S,+,_,o ... OS,, we get T, 
by setting T,(x) = T’(x, n). 
Remark 3.3. In attempting to extend (P.1) by replacing the limit S with 
a set of limit points one is faced with the unpleasant fact that the class of 
orbitally stable maps is not closed under composition. To see this let 
I’= iw3 and 
A=(; y’ “). B=(i i $ 
and define 
S,(x) : = eA’“x, S,(x) : =Bx. 
One then can verify that for the choice of A= e-*/2 the linear map 
S :=SzoS1 is not orbitally stable by showing that 11 S”(e,)ll + co, for 
although II eA’ II < M, and II B II G i. 
Remark 3.4. Obvious variants of Theorems 2 and 3, based on the alter- 
native hypotheses on A’, D, S mentioned in Remark 2.6, hold. Their proofs 
are identical. 
PART II 
4. Periodic and Asymptotically Periodic Parabolic Initial-boundary Value 
Problems 
Consider the initial value problem 
i 
a,u+d(t)u=g(x, t, u) on Qx(O,co) 
(IVP) L&?u=o on &2x(0,00) 
u(0) = uo in 0. 
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d(t) : = - f aj/&, t) aja, + 5 Uj(X, t) a, + a&, t) 
j,k=l /=I 
is linear and uniformly elliptic on the bounded smooth domain Q c RN, 
with Holder-continuous and T-periodic coefficient functions ( T > 0 given). 
&J is a linear boundary operator (Dirichlet, Neumann, or regular oblique 
derivative type), and g a smooth function on d x R x If& More precisely we 
take the coefficients of the liner operator in C‘, p’2(fi x R), 0 < p < 1, and 
g: (x, t, 5) -+g(x, t, 5) continuous, g( ., ., 4) f Cp,Fc/2(G x R) uniformly for r 
in bounded intervals and identical hypotheses for i?g/&& and &2 E C* + p. 
(a) We first assume g to be T-periodic in t. The smooth function _u 
(EC*,‘(Q x (0, T]) n C’*‘(fi x [0, T])) is called a subsolution if 
i 
dtlc + d(t) !! sgc5 4 !!I in 0x(0, T] 
W_U~O on 32 x (0, T]; 
a supersolution is defined with obvious modifications. We assume the 
existence of an ordered pair g < ii of periodic sub- and supersolutions. Set 
IrcO :=_u(O), U,:= U(O), as well .as X:=LP(Q)(N<p< co) and D:= 
[_uo,Ilo]x:={uo~X:~o<~o~uo~iio}. Define S by: u,ED+S(U~):= 
u( T)EX, where u(t) is the solution of the (IVP). By the parabolic maxi- 
mum principle, S is well defined and maps D into itself. The smoothing 
property of analytic semigroups implies that S(D) c Z, where Z is either 
CA(Q) (Dirichlet ) or C’(Q). By the strong maximum principle, S is 
strongly order-preserving. 
Define the T-periodic function g by 
g(x, t) : = 2s (4 6 5). u(x. l):&x, f) a< 
It is shown in [S] that the periodic eigenvalue problem 
i 
iY,w+d(t) w-gqt)w=Aw in QxR 
~w=O on f3QxR 
w(t)=w(t+ T) in Q,VtER 
has a real principal eigenvalue A,, characterized as the unique eigenvalue 
having an eigenfunction which is positive in P x R. Our crucial hypothesis 
is 
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LEMMA 4.1. Hypothesis (H) implies the existence of a constant C such 
that 
II Wuo) - Sn(vo)ll XG c II uo - 00 II x9 V~,,~,ED,V~EN. 
Thus the stronger stability condition (S.3’) holds in D. A straight- 
forward application of Theorem 1 then gives 
THEOREM 4. Under hypothesis (H), for each u. E D the solution u(t) of 
the (IVP) exists Vt 2 0 and converges in C’(Q) to a periodic solution of the 
UVP), 
II u(t) - 4t)ll C’(Q) + 0 (t -+ co). 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Let 
A(t) := sectorial operator in X induced by (d(t), @), 
A(t) := sectorial operator in X induced by (zZ( t) - g(t), &9), 
A(t) = A(t) -2(t). 
A(t), A(t) are T-periodic, g(t, .): Xr, D + X is the Nemytski operator 
induced by g( -, t, .). Let uo, u. E D, u(t), u(t) the associated global solutions 
of (IVP). 
f (u-u)(t) = -Nt)(u- o)(t) +g(t, u(t)) -At, o(t)) 
where 
= -4tNu - u)(t) + (g&) -kT(t)Nu- u)(t), 
t,v(t)+s(u(t)-u(t)))ds. 
By the variation of constants formula 
(u - o)(t) = u(t, O)(uo - 4 + j-i Ott, s)&<(s) -ds))(u - u)(s) ds, (4.1) 
where 
O(t, S) is the evolution operator in X associated to A(t). 
We split the proof in two steps. 
Step I. u. 2 vo. 
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By the parabolic maximum principle (u - u)(t) 2 0. Using this and the 
inequality g&t) -g(t) 5 0 we obtain from (4.1) 
(u- u)(nT) < O(nT, O)(u,- u()). (4.2) 
Periodicity gives 
O(nT, 0) = O(T, oy. 
Set 0 := 8( r, 0). It is shown in [5] that D, in CA(a) or C’(B), is a 
compact strongly positive operator. By the Krein-Rutman Theorem 
y1 :=spr(Q>O 
is a simple eigenvalue of a, the only one on the circle 
{zEC: 121 =spr(Q}. 
It is established in [S] that 2, = -(l/T) log y1 and so hypothesis (H) 
implies y, d 1. By the canonical decomposition of the spectrum 
a( 8) = 01 u 02, Cl = {Yl>Y o,={lYl~~-6}, 6 > 0. 
Letting X= Xi 0 X2, O= 0, 0 0, we obtain that 11 0, IIL(X,J G 1 and 
1 - 6 2 spr( 0,) = lim 11 &II 2:;(2J 
and so 
It follows that 
II o’;ll L(X2) < 1 for nln,. 
Using this information in (4.2) we obtain 
Il(u - ~)w)llxl Mll%- ~ollm nEN. 
Step II. uO, u0 general. 
Set 
WO := inff(u,, uo) 
s 
wo := sup(&), 00) 
and let y(t), G(t) be the associated solution of the (IVP). By the maximum 
principle we obtain 
w(t) 5 u(t), u(t) s S(l). 
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Therefore using properties of the LP-norm and Step I we obtain 
II(~-~)(~m,s Il(@-yw)(flT)lI, 
I ~IlG - wall x 
= Ml%l- U”//X. 
From (4.3) it follows that 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, Sn(uO) + q in X (and so in Z), 
S(q)=q. Set w(t) :=solution of (IVP) with w(O)= q. It follows that w  is 
T-periodic and 
The proof of the Theorem is complete. 1 
Remark 4.2. We note that the constant C in Lemma 4.1 may be greater 
than 1 and so a complete stabilization theory for the (IVP) under 
hypothesis (H) cannot be obtained within the class of nonexpansive semi- 
groups. To see this we will consider the autonomous case, which is sub- 
summed in Theorem 4 above by taking T= (l/n) (n 2 1) and so conclude, 
by continuity, that the solution converges towards an equilibrium of the 
(IVP). In this case A., is the principal eigenvalue of the elliptic operator 
A -S. We take the linear equation (g = 0) 
u, - ur, - u,=o in (O,n)x(O, 03) 
~,(O, t) = U,(F 1) = 0 
24(x, 0) = z+)(x). 
In this case du = -u,, - U, and Re a(A) 2 0, 0 being a simple eigenvalue. 
Standard linear theory implies that A generates a Co semigroup S(t) on 
X= L*(O, n). Now nonexpansiveness of S in L2 would imply, via the 
Lumer-Phillips Theorem, that A is accretive, j: Aq . rp dx 2 0, Vq E D(A) = 
{U E X: U” E X, u’(0) = u’(x) = 0}, which is clearly false. 
Remark 4.3. The hypothesis (H) in general cannot be relaxed without 
affecting the conclusion of Theorem 4. We will show this by considering the 
autonomous case and constructing an example of a linear elliptic operator 
A, on the unit disc, with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, which has 
principal eigenvalue equal to -e(s>O) and such that the associated 
505182/2-9 
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parabolic problem has periodic solutions. We refer the reader to Hirsch [7] 
for a very related construction due to G. Auchmuty. First take -A on Sz, 
the unit disc, with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and choose a real 
eigenvalue c with complex eigenfunction o = h(r) eimO, m integer ~0, 
x = (r, 0). Next note that the operator 
au:= -Au-$+cu, UldO=O 
has im as an eigenvalue. Let x be its principal eigenvalue which, by the 
Krein-Rutman Theorem, has to be negative, and define A,u : = (s/I XI ) du. 
Note that Re o(A,) > --E. Finally we observe that any linear combination 
of the Real and Imaginary parts of h(r) ei(E”XI)m(B+f) solves the equation 
(b) We now turn to the asymptotically periodic initial-boundary 
value problem, which we denote by (IBP): we still assume d(t) to be 
T-periodic in t but admit nonlinearities g having a decomposition 
where g is T-periodic in t and h( ., t, .) + 0 as t --) co (in a sense to be made 
precise). The initial-value problem with the periodic nonlinearity g we still 
denote by (IVP). 
We intend to apply Theorems 2 and 3 and define the mappings S,(n E N ) 
by 
where ii is the solution of the (IBP) but with initial condition ii = uo. 
The limit operator S is still the period map for the (T-periodic) (IVP). 
In order to guarantee that these mappings are well-defined we assume: 
(i) There exist u c U, sub- and supersolutions of the (IVP) as in part 
(a) above, and set again D:= [go, Uolx. 
(ii) There exist go < E. in D such that the associated solutions 
P(t) < g(t) of the (ITP) exist Vt 20 and are bounded in L”(Q x (0, co)), 
and such that Vn E N, 
D, := [@‘J 6(nT)lxc D. 
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~~~~:=~~~~Il~IIrca~ax10,m~~,ll~lLm~~xC~,m~~~lI-UIl~;o~~xCO,T1~~ll~ll~rncn.~~,~1~~ 
< co. To ensure that S, + S(n 3 co) along the trajectory of u. E Do, we 
suppose 
5 
(n+ 1) T  
(n -+ al). (4.4) 
I IT  
II ,;y;? IN.3 s> <)I IIu~~~ h-t 0 
We now can state 
THEOREM 5. rf condition (H) holds for the nonlinearity g, and if (4.4) 
holds, for any u. E Do the solution of the (IOP) is quasi-convergent: 
G(u) c E = {w ED: w is T-periodic point of the (IVP)}. 
Remark 4.4. The following simple example (suggested by Ball 141) 
shows that we need not have convergence under the above conditions. 
Consider the 
c 
a,u-du=cos t+h(t) in rZx(O,co) 
(IQP) $0 
1 
on X?x(O, co) 
I u(0) = 0 on Q, 
where h: R! -+ IR’ is such that h(t) + O(t -+ 00) but 
k ,271 
lim sup s 
k.2n 
h(s) ds = 1, lim inf 
s 
h(s) ds = - 1. 
0 0 
Here T= 27c, and the solution is given by u(t) = sin t + 1; h(s) ds. Thus 
ciqO)3 (-1, 1). 
In order to obtain convergence, we strengthen condition (4.4) to 
(4.5) 
Then we can state the stronger 
THE_OREM 6. Under hypothesis (4.5), f or any u. E Do the solution u(t) of 
the (IVP) converges to a periodic solution w(t) of the (IVP) as t + ~0. 
Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. Take u. E D,, n E N, and set u(t), ii(t) to 
be the solutions of the (IVP) and (IVP), respectively, with the initial 
condition u(nT) = tl(nT) = uo. Fort t 2 nT we have 
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ii(t) = U( t, nT) u. + j’ U(t, s) g(s, ii(s)) ds 
nT 
u(t)=U(l,nT)u,+/’ U(t,s)g(s,u(s))ds, 
I IT  
where U(t, S) is the evolution operator associated with A(t). Subtracting, 
(ii- u)(f) = J‘:, u(t, s)Ms, fits)) -&, u(s))1 ds. 
Periodicity implies 
U(t, s) = U(t + T, s + T). 
Therefore 
FornTstS(n+l)T, 
SMS II&, fi(s))llxds+MC j’ Il(fi-u)(s)llxds, 
?7T ET 
where we used that g is Lipschitz in 5, I 5 I < E. Therefore 
for all tin [nT, (n + 1) T], all n E N, 
d,,:= I’““” 1) sup Ih(.,s,<))(),ds. 
I IT  151 SF 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 
Il(ii-u)((n+ 1) T)II,<Md,exp r,‘:+“‘MCds) 
= MeMCT d,,. 
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so, 
Il(& - Wuo)ll,S C’dn, Vu, E D. 
Theorems 2 and 3 render now correspondingly Theorems 5 and 6. The 
proof is complete. 1 
Remark 4.5. We can alternatively base our application on the 
hypothesis mentioned in Remarks 2.6 and 3.4. This has the advantage 
that we do not have to localize our considerations: we may take 
D = X= LP(Q)(N<p < co) and do not need any pair of ordered sub- and 
supersolutions. On the other hand, we need to impose global conditions on 
g and 2 (in ~E[W). 
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